About Our Day Trips
First of all, it’s your trip, and we’ll make every reasonable effort to accommodate
the group’s interests and wishes.

Yukon Wilderness EXPEDITIONS will customize trips to suit you, but our normal trip planning has

considered the following points.

The Interests: Our trips have been focused around particular interests and are not generic fodder.
Included in most trips will be significant learning opportunities on natural history, man’s history in the area,
wildlife, or another aspect of the location we are in. Many trips also respond to the rhythm of the seasons
and take advantage of prevailing conditions.

The Pace: We try to plan trips so that the pace is reasonably relaxed when the group is together. There
should be time to admire the view, take that extra photo, and indulge your senses in the natural world.
The self-guided hiking trips are also self-regulating, so if you want to push yourself, there are opportunities
to do so.
When you’re with the group, we ask that consideration be given for all members, and the group pace.
Where possible, we will plan trips so that the participants are similar in interests and abilities.

Safety: Safety is paramount on our trips. It’s no fun if you go home broken. We ask that you respect the
guide’s instructions, as he or she has the experience to evaluate risk. Please use common sense when
exploring. We bring first aid, a satellite phone and other gear, but trips take place a long way from help
and evacuation will be either expensive, take a long time, or both. You are responsible for any additional
costs incurred for evacuation, and you may wish to check that your insurance covers such a possibility.
For day trips we request that you advise us of any pre-existing medical conditions, and/or act within any
limitations or physician recommendations you may have.
In the wilderness you are largely responsible for your own safety, even though YWEL takes reasonable
precautions to prevent harm. Keeping your wits and imagination working at all times will help to avoid
accidents. In recognition of your responsibility, signing a document assuming risk and waiving some legal
rights is a condition of participation.

Environmental Considerations: It’s a wilderness, and we’d like to keep it that way. We abide by the
Wilderness Tourism Association of Yukon’s Code of Conduct, and take steps to preserve our environment.
We stay on existing tracks, view wildlife from a respectful distance, and carry out garbage, among other
measures. If you have a question in this regard, please ask your guide.

Group Discounts & Pricing: For trips with a maximum capacity up to 6 people, book as a group of 4
and receive a 10% discount. For trips with a capacity up to 12 persons, book as a group of 8 and receive a
10% discount. Prices listed are inclusive, and there are no additional taxes or fees.

Trips are by arrangement.



Please call to make reservations.

We are members of the Wilderness Tourism Association of Yukon and Tourism
Industry Association of Yukon, and holders of a government Wilderness Tourism Licence.
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Phone: (867) 393-2232

P.O. Box 10546, Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 7A1
Fax: (867) 393-2236
E-mail: aquadog@shadowlake.ca

www.shadowlake.ca

